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( A: The solution below works, and is possibly the best I have seen (or at least not seen better). I
also don't believe there is a way to dynamically add to the look up table, but that is not really
what it is meant to do. The key is to read the file into a graph and then apply various
mathematical operations to the graph (in the case of a lookup, it is a lookup). This is easy to
implement, and is more elegant than a linked list as well. Also I have added numerous
properties/methods to the classes used to encapsulate the logic so that all can be inherited from
the same place. I will not discuss the code in great detail, as I have hidden it in a wrapper method
which delegates to the precise method for the list/graph/look up/transformation that you need. So
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here is the class (taken from the link, but just modified for clarity) public abstract class Collection
{ protected List items; protected List Select(string key) { return this.Select(key, this.Items); }
protected List Select(string key, List items) { List list = new List(); foreach (T item in items) { if
(item.GetProperty(key)!= null) list.Add(item); } return list; } public List Add(string key, T item) {
List list = this.Select d0c515b9f4
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which automatically enters into fullscreen mode, and I didn't
realize it so I wasn't able to hit the home button to get out of
it. after that was solved, the app never saved properly, so I
have to constantly start it back up. I don't know how to use
the keys or get it to save properly. that's the only problem I
have with the app. thanks in advance for your help, Corbin . .
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